22
US National Insignia

ALLIED INTERIOR PLACARDS
1/35
AR35210S (Black on aluminum)
AR35210W (Black on white)
AR35210X (Black on brass)

1/72 - 76
AR74002W (white)
AR74002Y (yellow)

$5.95

$9.95

Sheet contains 10 different size U.S. National Insignia
stars for any vehicle other than Shermans. Full sizes
include 48, 36, 32, 25, 20, 16, 12, 10, 6 and 4 inch in
1/72 - 76 scale.

Sheet contains over 70 generic interior placards. Enough
to do several armored or softskin vehicles.
No cutting, no sanding, no painting... instant
gratification.
Shown in black on white but also available
in black on metallic aluminum and black
on metallic brass

Shown in white, but also available
in yellow.

Researched by: Norm Samuelson

US INTERIOR PLACARDS
1/35
AR35211

1/35
AR35214

$8.50

$7.95

Sheet contains enough black and white placards to do
two vehicles.

Sheet contains six sets of commonly used German
Instrument Faces.

Researched by: Norm Samuelson

Researched by: Roddy MacDougall

Zimmerit edge Balkencruz
1/35
AR35212
Indicates sheets available to dealers

GERMAN INSTRUMENT FACES

Enlarged to
show detail

$9.95

For use over Zimmerit to give a more realistic
appearance.

GERMAN INFORMATION PLACARDS
1/35
AR35215

$6.50

Sheet contains a generous supply of Information
Placards in silver and black specific to the 250/251/11
series but also suitable for other German vehicles.

Sheets not shown actual size. All artwork is copyrighted by Woody Vondracek and may include intentional errors to protect copyrights.

Researched by: Roddy MacDougall

Churchill MK III

1/35
North Irish Horse
25th Army Tank Brigade
Tunisia

$8.95

Sheet contains markings to complete one thoroughly
researched Churchill MK III

GERMAN NATIONAL FLAGS
1/48
AR49001

$7.95

Sheet contains two complete flags that can be rubbed
down onto aluminum or lead foil to create a realistic
flag or air recognition device.

Researched by Bob Gregory. Information on this tank was
provided by unit veteran Gerry Chester.

German turret numbers
1/72 - 76
AR74001B (black)
AR74001W (white)

$5.95

Sheet contains a generous supply of stencil and nonstencil style numbers in two sizes: .182 inch (4.64mm)
and .145 inch (3.66mm) in height.

Shown in black, but also available
in white.

GERMAN NATIONAL FLAGS
1/72 - 76
AR74003

$5.95

Sheet contains two complete flags that can be rubbed
down onto aluminum or lead foil to create a realistic
flag or air recognition device.

